Extensions Faq
Frequently Asked Questions
What is the difference between HandTied and Beaded Wefts?
There is no difference! Sometimes these terms are
used interchangeably but the term "Hand -Tied
actually refers to the type of extension hair being
installed.
"Beaded-Wefts" is actually a row of beads placed
around your head to create a "track." The wefts are
then sewn to the track of beads creating a natural,
seamless blend.
How long does the hair last?
The hair itself can last about 9-12 months with proper
care.

Move up or tightening appointments are needed
every 6-8 weeks.
What brand of hair do you use?
We source our hair from a number of professional
brands and suppliers in order to best meet the needs
of our guests and to offer a variety of color options. All
of the hair we procure is the highest quality 100%
human remy hair, which means the cuticle is intact
and the hair strands are completely aligned in the
natural direction they would grow from a head.
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Will they damage my natural hair?
With proper at -home care, beaded wefts are not
damaging. At your initial install appointment we will
show you how to properly care for your extensions
and send you home with a hair care kit and
instructions so you will have everything you need
for them.
How long does my hair need to be to qualify
for Hand-Tied Extensions?
We require at least shoulder-length hair for Hand Tied extensions. This ensures the most natural
looking seamless blend for undetectable
extensions
.
Is there a lot of maintenance involved?
Amazingly enough, no! Most of our extension
guests feel it's quite the opposite! The extension
hair holds a style and curl much longer than our
natural hair which allows you to go longer in
between shampoos with minimal upkeep in the
meantime!
Daily brushing and oiling is required but other than
that, it's mostly being aware of some do's and
don'ts. Don't worry we will go over all of it with you
at your installation and send you home with an
after care sheet to refer back to!
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Can I wear my hair up?
Yes! These luxury extensions look and feel the most
natural in the hair than any other extension method.
They are easy to wear up even in the highest of
pony's. We do ask you wait a week after your
installiation to avoid any pulling at newly placed
beads and allow them to naturally loosen. This will
ensure a 6-8 week maintenance plan.
How long does an installation take?
Initial installation appointments vary on the number
of rows and wefts we need to put in to achieve your
goals. Appointments can range from 2-4 hours
depending on the package selected. We know that's
a longer appointment than what you may be used to,
we do offer complimentary snacks and refreshments
along with other amenities (phone chargers +
magazines) to keep you comfortable while you hang
out with us!

